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Acknowledgement of Funding  

In 2017/18, ACT Shelter received funding from the ACT Government’s Housing and Community 
Services Directorate via the National Affordable Housing Agreement. 

Acknowledgement of Country 

ACT Shelter acknowledges the Ngunnawal people as the original and continuing custodians of the 
land on which we work. We pay our respects to their elders – past, present and future. 

We acknowledge the gap that exists between housing outcomes experienced by Aboriginal 
Canberrans compared to non-Aboriginal Canberrans. We commit to working with First Australians 
to close it.  

We report on activities undertaken by ACT Shelter that contribute to achievement of undertakings 
given by National Shelter in its Innovate! Reconciliation Plan.  

Our organisation 

ACT Shelter is an independent, not-for-profit organisation funded by the ACT Government to 
represent the interests of our members and provide strategic advice on systemic issues affecting 
housing consumers in the ACT. 

We provide an informed voice on the policy issues affecting the ability of people on fixed, low, 
moderate or no incomes to access affordable, safe and secure housing. ACT Shelter is informed by 
consultations and meetings with members and stakeholders, credible research, collaboration and 
partnerships with members, stakeholders and industry experts working on housing and related 
issues.  

Our Vision  

An affordable, appropriate, safe and secure place to call home for every Canberran.   

Our Values  

Integrity 

Influence  

Equity  

Tenacity 

Collaboration  
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Our People 

 

Committee 

Wendy Middleton, Argyle Housing – Chairperson 

Deb Pippen, Tenants’ Union of the ACT – Secretary  

Eddy Bourke – Secretary July – December 2017 

Michael Burton, Treasurer 

Sam Quimby, ACT Council of Social Service – Public Officer and Member 

Neil Skipper, Havelock Housing Association – Member 

Andrew Rowe, Common Ground Canberra – Member  

Kate Cvetanovski, Northside Community Service – Member 

Kim Spinks, Woden Community Service – Member 

 

Staff  

Travis Gilbert, Executive Officer 

Kylie Green, Office Manager (July – Dec 2017) 

Barbara Chevalier, Admin & Member Engagement (Commenced May 2017) 

 

External contractors 

Yung Tran, Bookkeeper 

Rebecca Vassarotti & Sarah Spiller, Consultants, Trauma Project 

 

Members 

ACT Shelter had 46 Members as at the end of the 2018 Financial Year.  

 

Twitter Followers 

ACT Shelter welcomed 144 new followers to our Twitter Account in 2017/18 – taking our 
total followers to 897 by 30 June 2018. 
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Chairperson’s Report  

Having spent 12 months as Chair of ACT Shelter - I want to begin by acknowledging my colleagues 
on the Shelter Committee and their contribution to Shelter’s work during the 2017/18 year.  I 
appreciate their vision, efforts and patience. 

With Shelter streamlined to a solitary staff member from January to May of this year, it was 
necessary for the Committee to take an active role in supporting our Executive Officer to meet 
fiduciary, financial, legal, operational, and reporting obligations.  We appreciated Kylie’s 
contribution and were sad to see her resign.  We were pleased that Barb Chevalier joined the team 
in April and has provided the all-round support required to support the membership and the work 
of ACT Shelter. 

The Board want to thank the Executive officer for the past year. His vision, tenacity, quirkiness and 
analytic ability have ensured that we have delivered on Shelter’s commitments of its funding and to 
the members. 

For many people, Canberra continues to be a challenging city in which to try to make ends meet. 
Housing costs driven by a highly competitive private rental market – and a dearth of affordable 
alternatives – are a big contributor to those challenges.  Cost of living and an under-supply of 
affordable housing options will need to be addressed if the newly released ACT Housing Strategy is 
to be successful. 

Therefore, for us members of Shelter, we need to take responsibility to support the objectives of 
this Strategy and ensure that the community is involved and working in the same direction. This 
needs an effective advocacy body with capacity to distil dry data, lobby legislators, provide policy 
advice to policy makers, stand with service providers to strengthen their position and take the 
perspectives of people whose lives are directly affected by decisions to tables they do not get a seat 
at  

We are reinvigorating our member engagement and look forward to being joined by more voices 
from the Canberra Community who share our vision and are up for the challenge for a fair and just 
housing system where everyone, including people on low incomes, have access to secure, 
affordable and good quality housing. 

Two highlights for Shelter this year were: 

Trauma informed project, where we took on the project work to identify what it would take to 
become a trauma informed sector. Extensive consultation occurred through our consultants, Sarah 
Spiller and Rebecca Vassarotti and clear recommendations have now been delivered to the ACT 
Government, with the priority to train our workers and develop a direction to become a trauma-
aware sector.  

Relocation of Shelter office. The opportunity to co-locate with Youth Coalition and Families ACT 
later this year was such a positive step that provides more options of stronger connections for 
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peaks to work together.  Thanks to the teams of Families ACT and Youth Coalition for making us 
welcome. 

Once again thank you for your support and look forward to a good year with positive change and 
reduction in homelessness and more appropriate housing options available to us. 
 

 

Wendy Middleton 

Chairperson 

2018 
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Executive Officer’s Report 

2017/18 brought both challenges and opportunities for ACT Shelter. I want to begin by thanking our 
voluntary Committee for their invaluable contribution to the work of our Association.  

In particular, I sincerely thank our incredibly capable Chairperson, Wendy Middleton, for her 
professionalism, support and time during what proved to be a particularly challenging year.  

Wendy’s identification and management of some elevated key organisational risk factors (i.e. 
business continuity, non-compliance, occupational health & safety, and reputational) was necessary 
for the organisation and welcomed by me. 

In addition I want to acknowledge her Executive Assistant Julie and Argyle Housing who provided 
both in-kind support and practical resources to increase oversight, streamline compliance checks 
and strengthen our governance framework. 

I also want to acknowledge and thank our incoming Treasurer Michael Burton for his calm and 
considered approach and for availing himself as required to assist me with our financial reporting.  

Indeed, I sincerely thank all our Committee members for their contribution to the work of our 
Association during the year – both in-kind and material. At critical times they acted to provide 
additional oversight and support and play a more active role than would be required of a Director 
of a larger not-for-profit. This alleviated my heightened anxiety by providing additional oversight to 
ensure we continued to meet our compliance, fiduciary, legal and reporting obligations.  

I want to acknowledge the vital contribution our members have made to our work over the past 
two decades. Our members provide vital ’ground-up’ intelligence to inform our advocacy, advice 
and submissions and are the lifeblood of our Association.   

Peak bodies have been a part of the community services topography for some decades now, yet 
there remains a lack of clarity, consistency and specificity in terms of defining their role and 
function.  The relationship of peak organisations to government is significant and complex, both 
because most non-profit peaks are primarily government funded, and because government is the 
target of much of our advocacy and representations. 

Peaks also provide a vital conduit for Government by developing and sustaining networks and 
relationships with key personnel and organisations at a local and national level. It is this element of 
my role that I have come to value most highly during my tenure at ACT Shelter.  

To deliver an effective value proposition to both our members and funders, we urgently need to 
generate and/or source additional revenue.  

At an operational level, two significant changes are worth highlighting. The departure of our Office 
Manager and the creation of a new Admin & Member Engagement role, and the co-location with 
fellow peak bodies, the Youth Coalition of the ACT and Families ACT, in O’Connor.  
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We were saddened to farewell our Office Manager, Kylie Green who had been ACT Shelter’s 
backbone for more than five years as Office Manager.  However, Kylie’s departure provided the 
opportunity to redesign the role of our second paid staff member and in May, we warmly 
welcomed the addition of Barbara Chevalier to the team as Administration and Member 
Engagement Officer. We were incredibly fortunate to have secured an employee of Barb’s calibre 
and I want to thank her for her contribution to date.  Barb’s enthusiasm and experience has already 
been an enormous asset to our organisation and she brings established relationships with many 
people working in our member organisations through CDNet or from her previous role at the 
University of Canberra.  Barbara has well and truly hit the ground running!  

I want to finish my report by asking – what should a home be?   

A place that offers sanctuary when you need it?   

A safe space in which you are afforded control over access and social relations within?  

The place where memories are made, and moments are shared?  

A base from which you connect to people and place?  

OR should we frame a secure and affordable home as an enabler and enhancer?  
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A Message from our EO: Time to reframe our narrative 

Before revisiting 2017/18, with your indulgence I want to begin our report with a request. That we 
reframe our housing assistance narrative: from cost to investment.  

There is an urgent need to reframe the housing assistance narrative. Sure, houses cost a lot of 
money relative to other things people buy. Housing is often talked of at a political level in terms of 
cost – particularly social housing. We need to move beyond this tired, deficits-based frame.  

Governments and the finance industry have positioned property as an investment class in Australia. 

So social and affordable housing advocates must also embrace the language of investment. 

We should never lose sight of why our Association really exists.  

We exist because on Census night, nearly 1600 Canberrans had no place to call home.  

We exist because on Census night, more than 30,000 Canberrans were living in poverty, meaning 
they were going without other things the rest of us take for granted – to keep a roof over their 
heads and those of their kids. 

We exist because we live in a city where for many young and old Canberrans it is ‘a part of life’ to 
have to allocate upwards of 50% of their income on rental housing.  

We exist because too many Canberrans are entering retirement with significant housing debt or 
are at risk of homelessness simply because the asking price far outstrips their retirement income.  

We exist because our members and supporters believe, as I do, that we cannot underestimate the 
benefits that a home affords.  

People with stable housing live for 20 more years than their peers with lived experience of 
homelessness and housing instability and who slept outside for significant periods of their lives. In 
comparison, an average non-smoker will enjoy 17 more years on earth than their smoking mate. 

An affordable, safe and secure home is a core social determinant of health with a bigger impact on 
life expectancy than tobacco smoking. It is absent from public health campaigns. Let’s change that.  

Investment in an adequate supply of quality homes that people can afford is an investment in 
inclusive growth and productive infrastructure. Homes of adequate amenity enhance emotional 
and physical health and wellbeing. Well-located homes provide a foundation for economic and 
social participation. Investment in affordable homes means investment in better life outcomes for 
all Canberrans.  

Together with the ACT Shelter team, I look forward to strengthening our engagement with our 
members going forward and to working together for housing justice 
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Summary of key outputs 

It may sound like a cliché but... 2017/18 was a big year in the housing space both locally and 
nationally.  

At a Territory level, ACT Shelter provided strategic advice and written submissions to inform: 

 The development of the ACT Housing Strategy – measures designed to contribute to the 

achievement of goals 1, 2 and 3. 

 Identification of sector readiness, resources and requirements needed to support the 

stepped implementation of trauma aware and/or trauma informed practice in homelessness 

and housing support services in the ACT 

 The Housing Choices consultation and deliberations of the Housing Choices Collaboration 

Hub 

 Residential Tenancies Act – passed, proposed and deferred amendments  

 Suburban Development and Urban Renewal policy and processes  

 The ACT Planning Strategy Refresh 

 The work of Joint Pathways – the ACT’s homelessness interagency forum 

 The 2017/18 ACT Budget Consultation  

 Policy and Strategy development in alcohol, tobacco and other drugs, education, justice 

reinvestment and mental health  

 The qualitative research component of the Cohort Study (future housing options and service 

delivery requirements for people in shared accommodation) 

 The development of the ACT Community Services Industry Plan. 

At a National level: 

 The Productivity Commission Inquiry into Human Services (Competition, Contestability and 

Consumer Choice – Social Housing and Grant-funded community services 

 ACT Shelter also provided strategic advice to the Commonwealth about the funding formula 

for the National Affordable Housing Agreement and its implications fore the ACT. The same 

formula has been applied to the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement continuing 

to incentivise reducing – rather than increasing public housing supply.  

 The National Shelter Policy Platform 

 The National Rental Affordability Index (partnership between National Shelter, SGS 

Economics and Planning, Community Sector Banking and the Brotherhood of St Laurence); 

ACT data has been included in the index since November 2016.  
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Highlights from work in our key areas of focus in 2017/18 

1.  Advocacy and Strategic Advice 

 

Towards Trauma Awareness– Evidence Review and Needs Identification  

Our Trauma Informed Practice project was the key highlight from our work in 2017/18. I want to 
thank the ACT Government for accepting the Request for Proposal we submitted and allocating 
funding to ACT Shelter for consultancy and research. 

Consultants Rebecca Vassarotti and Sarah Spiller undertook an evidence review, sector 
engagement and needs identification project to identify what it would take to support the delivery 
of trauma informed practice in homelessness services in the ACT.  

I want to acknowledge the significant undertaking required of them in a very tight timeframe and 
note the overwhelmingly positive response to the final report – conveyed to me by both ACT 
Shelter and Joint Pathways members. Importantly, I want to thank managers, front-line workers 
and Directorate staff for their constructive and open engagement with us to progress this 

important work.  

 

The ACT Housing Strategy  

ACT Shelter was pleased to accept the invitation to join the ACT Affordable Housing Consultative 
Group established in 2017 by Deputy Chief Minister and Minister for Housing and Suburban 
Development, Yvette Berry, MLA. It was a privilege to be entrusted to work with community and 
housing industry representatives, tenants and Directorate and Ministerial staff and provide policy 
and strategic advice to inform the development of the ACT Housing Strategy.  

I took the opportunity to advocate for the inclusion of measures to improve housing access and 
outcomes for Canberrans on no, fixed and low to moderate incomes and when the rubber hits the 
road, I am confident our members and critical friends will join me in continuing to work towards the 
achievement of this objective. 

 

Land Release, Planning and Zoning Reform  

Land release, planning and zoning reforms foreshadowed in the Parliamentary Agreement gathered 
momentum alongside the development of the Housing Strategy. ACT Shelter was pleased to 
contribute to the important Housing Choices work and engage with multiple Directorates in the 
Planning Strategy Refresh. We prosecuted the case for planning and zoning instruments to play a 
vital enabling role in supporting affordable and social housing outcomes in both new developments 
and urban renewal sites.  
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Bolder inclusionary housing and inclusionary zoning targets supported by effective partnerships 
with industry and tenant groups are needed. Consistent mechanisms and incentives fort Developers 
could hold the key to growing social and affordable housing proportionate to total housing stock 
over the coming decade. 

 

A Better Lease on Life – Residential Tenancies Act Amendments 

ACT Shelter welcomed amendments to the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 that offer the prospect 
of an enhanced tenant experience and greater clarity and transparency for all parties in terms of 
obligations at the commencement and end of a tenancy. The importance of security of tenure 
matters to tenants, and pets and picture hooks are important elements of what distinguishes a 
house from a home.  

On a more serious note, we welcome amendments providing greater clarity to tenants in situations 
of domestic and family violence. We must ensure all relevant laws are harmonised to prioritise 
survivor safety and perpetrator accountability in the event of separation. 

 

Advocacy Days – Australian Parliament House 

We proactively assisted advocacy and lobbying undertaken by the Australian Council of Social 
Service and National Shelter at Parliament House.  

This including multiple face-to-face representations to then Treasurer, the Hon. Scott Morrison, 
MHR and his Assistant, the Hon. Michael Sukkar, MHR in relation to both the content and funding 
of the National Housing and Homelessness Agreement and the urgent need for new financing 
instruments back by the certainty of longevity beyond electoral cycles. 

We also met with the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the Hon. Tanya Plibersek, MHR and Labor 
Shadow Minister for Housing, the Hon. Senator Doug Cameron, Senator David Smith (ACT), Tim 
Wilson, MHR for Goldstein and outgoing Australian Greens Senator and Spokesperson on housing 
and homelessness, Senator Lee Rhiannon  
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2. Member Representation  

 

ACT Representation 

Joint Community Government Reference Group 

ACT Shelter is a representative of the Joint Community Government Reference Group (JCGRG). The 
JCGRG brings together Director level staff from a number of ACT Government Directorates and 
CEOs of Community Services and peaks to provide a high level forum for discussion and decisions 
about issues affecting the community services industry and more importantly our 
clients/customers/guests.  

 

Linking into New Communities Taskforce 

The Linking into New Communities Taskforce meets approximately every six weeks and is tasked 
with providing oversight of public housing redevelopments and the relocation of tenants into new 
suburbs. 

 

Joint Pathways & Joint Pathways Executive 

Joint Pathways is the ACT joint community and government interagency forum for the specialist 
homelessness services and social housing sectors. 

 

ACTCOSS Peaks' Forum 

ACT Shelter is represented on the ACTCOSS Peaks’ Forum which meets regularly to discuss and 
address issues having greatest impact on the work of the Community Services Industry in the ACT. 

 

Community Sector Leaders' Forum 

ACT Shelter Executive Officer Travis Gilbert, attends the quarterly Community Sector Leaders’ 
Forums. The forums provide an opportunity for managers to explore key issues affecting our 
industry such as; recruitment and retention, growth and consolidation and procurement processes.  

 

Mental Health Community Coalition Board 

ACT Shelter Executive Officer, Travis Gilbert is the organisational representative for ACT Shelter on 
the Board of the Mental Health Community Coalition ACT Board (MHCC ACT). 

MHCC ACT is the peak body for community managed mental health services in the ACT. 

 

http://www.cmd.act.gov.au/open_government/inform/key-reports-on-joint-community-government-work
http://www.yvetteberry.com.au/act_public_and_community_housing
https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjd5oWDifvPAhXLQpQKHWThDZ8QFggjMAE&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmembers.youthcoalition.net%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fevents%2FACT%2520joint%2520pathways%2520consultation.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFJZoE9NoQm-C18OTkPNACzLO_8zA&sig2=TVZphV70ONMvoz9CWMrLcQ
http://www.actcoss.org.au/services-resources/networks-working-groups/peaks-forum
http://www.actcoss.org.au/services-resources/networks-working-groups/community-sector-leaders-forum-auspice
https://www.mhccact.org.au/about/board/
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National Representation 

 

National Shelter Council 

 ACT Shelter is an ex-officio member of National Shelter Council and our Executive 
Officer was the National Shelter Treasurer in 2016/17 and 2017/18.  

 

Homelessness Australia  

Our Executive Officer also served on the Homelessness Australia Board in the role of Public Officer.  

 

National Shelter's National Council 

ACT Shelter is the ACT representative on the national council of affordable housing consumer peak 
body, National Shelter. 

 

National Association of Tenant Organisations 

ACT Shelter Board member and Executive Officer of the Tenants’ Union of the ACT, Deb Pippen is 
Chairperson of the National Association of Tenant Organisations (NATO).  

 

The Australasian Housing Institute 

ACT Shelter’s Executive Officer is a member of the Australasian Housing Institute (AHI). The AHI is 
the professional association of people working and volunteering in the multi-disciplinary social 
housing industry in Australia and New Zealand. 

 

Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS) 

ACT Shelter’s Executive Officer is a member of ACOSS. ACOSS is the national peak body for the 
community services and welfare sector and provides a national voice for the needs of people 
affected by poverty and inequality. 

 

  

https://www.homelessnessaustralia.org.au/
http://www.shelter.org.au/about/national-council
http://www.tenancycheck.com.au/tenants-association/
http://www.housinginstitute.org/
http://www.acoss.org.au/about-us/
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3. Community Awareness 

 

Our third area of focus is increasing community awareness about the importance of affordable and 
social housing and its place in our housing mix, and of the barriers and enablers of housing justice in 
the ACT and region.  

We predominantly contribute to this area of focus by running forums, generating and responding to 
traditional media interest and through our social media communication.  

In 2017/18, we: 

 Hosted 5 forums and 6 consultation workshops 

 Engaged with Community Councils over public housing and urban renewal including 

presentations to meetings focused on tenant relocation 

 Presented to the Housing Choices Collaboration Hub deliberative democracy process. 

 Participated in 27 interviews with traditional media  

 Increased our Twitter following for the 5th consecutive year from 753 followers on 1 July 

2017 to 897 followers by 30 June 2018 

 Presentations at Conferences and events 

 Participation in awareness raising activities and public events highlighting housing need and 

the impacts of homelessness  

 Contributed to the National Rental Affordability Index media and public campaign 

 Assisted with planning and promoting International Tenants’ Day Events.  

 Supported work undertaken by Choice which highlighted the shortcomings of private rental 

for many tenants 

 Highlighted growing rental unaffordability through utilising the National Rental Affordability 

Index to demonstrate many Canberra suburbs are no longer affordable to rent for anyone 

earning less than $75 000 in the ACT. 
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4. Research 

 

Our fourth priority area of focus in the 2014-2018 Strategic Plan is research – which plays a critical 
role providing the evidence base to support practice wisdom. 

Ideally, research and evaluation should underpin good policy development and inform program 
logic – while interpretation of findings must have appropriate regard for the local context in which 
policies and programs are designed and delivered.  

Our activity in this area included below. 

 

The Australian Homelessness Monitor 

ACT Shelter was the only Canberra based organisation to contribute to this work . 

 

AHURI Research – the relationship between the rental market and exits into sand out of 
homelessness services. 

ACT Shelter draws extensively on the work of AHURI to ensure our advice is backed by credible 
evidence. 

 

The ACT Cohort Study 

This study explored housing options and support provision for occupants in shared accommodation. 
Our EO participated in semi-structured interviews with the University of Queensland Institute of 
Social Science Research.  

 

The Literature Review component of the Trauma Project  

ACT Shelter conducted a literature review to inform the Trauma Informed Practice project. 

 

Input to the Housing Minister’s Consultative Group to inform the development of the ACT Housing 
Strategy 

Research undertaken by the Executive Officer inform the Housing Strategy Refresh. 
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5. Organisational sustainability 

 

Our final priority focus area is Organisational Sustainability.  The 2015 Strategic Plan was developed 
during a period of significant uncertainty. We have a modest level of funding and sustainability is 
always at the forefront of our mind.  

The personnel issues the organisation experienced in 2018 underscored the significant risks to 
business continuity that very small organisations face.  

In the absence of an Office Manager, in February the Board initiated a review and update of: 

 Business continuity planning, compliance and risk (Consistent Templates, compliance 
checklists to streamline processes and enhance governance) 

 A consistent approach to the information & knowledge management (Board 
Templates, Financial, Fiduciary and Legal Compliance, Human Resources, Policies & 
Procedures, Position Statements, Registers of Interests, Reports & Submissions, and 
Workplace Health & Safety (a solitary employee with no duress alarm - something I hadn't 
even considered 

 External Reporting 
 Governance Templates and processes 
 Induction - Board & Staff - a compendium of policies & procedures (Business Continuity, 

Fraud and Corruption, Financial Delegation, Authorised and Responsible Persons) critical 
access codes, contracts, insurance registers, Annual Information Statements, OH & S 
Registers & Action Sheets, Fair Work requirements, Grievance & Safe Meeting Procedures, 
Adherence to Multi-Enterprise Agreement entitlement accrual and staff entitlements (e.g. 
adherence by EO to the clause in the ACT Schedule re: Time-Off-in-Lieu not exceeding a full 
pay period clause he put the 2015 Board for approval!) 

 Strategic Planning - alignment of objectives to resourcing and outcomes in service 
agreements and articulating a clearer value proposition for ACT Shelter going forward 

 Systems and processes for stakeholder engagement going forward.  

This work is now almost complete thanks to the invaluable assistance and in-kind support of Argyle 
Housing via our Interim Chairperson, Wendy Middleton and elected board member Sam Quimby.  

Financially, ACT Shelter is sustainable in the short-term, but it will be necessary to ensure our 
longer-term revenue is sufficient to meet Operational Costs.  
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Treasurer’s Report 

Year ended 30 June 2018 

ACT Shelter finished the year with a surplus of $4,453 compared to a deficit of $8,678 in the 
previous financial year. Its working capital position at 30 June is healthy with around $70,000 in net 
cash reserves. 

The budget during the year ended 30 June 2018 was significantly boosted as a resulting of leading 
the Trauma Informed Practice project. Core capabilities with Shelter were directed to this work for 
a period of time and this assisted in the organisation achieving a positive financial result for the 
year. 

The Board, however, recognised that in the medium term the costs of running ACT Shelter are 
greater than the currently available funding streams. Steps have been taken to resolve these 
underlying financial issues including the relocation of its office to the new location. This has some 
advantages in that rent and other costs are less expensive and being collocated with other similar 
peak bodies allows interchange and collaboration that otherwise could not occur. 

The Board is mindful of the tight financial position and will continue to actively manage it bearing in 
mind that there are financial reserves that allow a measured approach to be taken to the changes 
that will be necessary unless further funding can be found. 

 

Michael Burton 

Treasurer 

2018 
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Thank you to our collaborators during 2017/18… 

The ACT Housing Strategy Consultative Group,  

Members of the Linking into New Communities Taskforce  

The Housing Choices Collaboration Hub 

The Cohort Study Reference Group 

The ACT Community Services Industry Peaks forum 

Responding to Homelessness in the ACT – Parity Reference Group  

Joint Pathways 

International Tenants’ Day Organising Committee  

The Mental Health Community Coalition 

National Shelter Council  

The CoSS network  

Homelessness Australia 

The Community Housing Industry Association 

Power Housing  

The Australasian Housing Institute  

The Australian Women Against Violence Alliance 

Older Women – Lost – in housing (Housing Advocacy Group -Older Women)  

Housing Action for the Aged 

The Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute  

The Australasian Housing Institute 
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Contact us  

 
 

    @ACT Shelter 

   02 6247 3727 

ceo@actshelter.net.au 

GPO Box 927 Canberra, ACT 2601 

 

mailto:ceo@actshelter.net.au

